City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City Manager email: john@ci.garibaldi.or.us

REGULAR PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA
Monday, February 27, 2017 – 6:30 P.M.
Council Chambers, Garibaldi City Hall, 107 6th Street, Garibaldi, Oregon

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

PUBLIC HEARING – CONDITION USE FOR AN ACCESSORY STRUCTURE –
DAWNE AND TOM KEEGAN

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A.

IV.

V.

Special Planning Commission Meeting Minutes – November 28, 2016

NEW BUSINESS
A.

Conditional Use for an Accessory Structure – Dawne and Tom Keegan

B.

Minor Partition – Toby Taylor

ADJOURNMENT
+ Supporting documents for this agenda are available at City Hall
+ This notice has been posted at City Hall, City Reader Board, Post Office and Library

CITY OF GARIBALDI, OREGON
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
The City of Garibaldi Planning Commission will conduct a public hearing on Monday, February 27, 2017, at 6:30 pm in the Council
Chambers at 107 6th Street Garibaldi, Oregon 97118, to consider a request from Dawne & Tom Keegan for a conditional use
permit to authorize a Garage/Storage Accessory Structure on property zoned R-1 (Residential).
The subject property is located on the west side of 4th Street between Cypress and Driftwood Avenues, at 405 4th Street, and is
identified on Tillamook County Assessor’s Map #1N 10 21AB as tax lot 7300.
The substantive criteria under review for this request are specified in Garibaldi Municipal Code Chapter 18.15, Medium Density
Residential Zone; Chapter 18.135 Accessory structures, and Chapter 18.185 Conditional Uses.
A copy of the application materials and supplemental information is available for inspection at no cost during regular business
hours at Garibaldi City Hall located at 107 6th Street in the City of Garibaldi, Oregon 97118. A staff report will be available for
inspection at least seven (7) days before the hearing and may be obtained at a reasonable cost. All interested parties are invited
attend the public hearing and to provide testimony on the matter. The Garibaldi Community Hall is handicapped accessible. Any
person requiring special accommodations to attend the meeting should contact the Recorder’s Office by February 13, 2017.
Written testimony may also be addressed to the Garibaldi Planning Commission, Garibaldi City Hall, at 107 6th Street, Garibaldi,
Oregon 97118. In raising an issue, the relevant Garibaldi Municipal Code, Comprehensive Plan, or other relevant criteria to which
the issue is directed must be specified. Failure to raise an issue in person or by letter precludes appeal to the Oregon Land Use
Board of Appeals on that issue. The Garibaldi Planning Commission reserves the right to continue the public hearing to another
date and time. If the hearing is continued, no further public notice will be provided. For additional information concerning this
conditional use request you may contact City Hall staff at (503) 322-3327.
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PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING AND PUBLIC HEARING AGENDA NOTES

Monday, February 27, 2017 – 6:30 p.m.
Council Chambers, Garibaldi City Hall
107 6th Street, Garibaldi OR, 97118

Below this section you’ll find a step-by-step process for the meeting. This is just relevant to the planning
commission hearing. Within this packet you’ll find the application, exhibits and staff reports all relevant to
the application by Dawne and Tom Keegan for a garage/shop proposal, November meetings minutes to be
approved and a minor land partition for your approval. Here’s what’s in the packet:
•
•
•
•
•

City Staff Report for the Conditional Use Application ...................................................................1 - 9
Conditional Use Application .................................................................................................... 10 – 80
Draft City Staff Final Order for the Conditional Use Application ...............................................81 - 83
Special Planning Commission Meeting Minutes – November 28, 2016 ...................................84 - 85
Minor Partition – Toby Taylor ...................................................................................................86 - 87
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Commission Chair Joe Wrabek should call the meeting to order. Please note time for the
record.

II.

PUBLIC HEARING OF AN APPLICATION FOR CONDITIONAL USE FOR A 1200
SQUARE FOOT GARAGE/SHOP IN THE R-1 ZONE BY DAWNE AND TOM KEEGAN:
The chair should start by opening the public hearing and saying following: “This is a quasijudicial hearing of the Garibaldi Planning Commission to consider an application for a
conditional use in the R-1 Zone within the City of Garibaldi, and to request that a 1200
square foot garage/shop be approved as a conditional use. The decision that will be made
here tonight is going to be whether or not the Planning Commission should approve the
requested conditional use.
“A copy of the staff report describing the proposed use has been available to the public
since February 8, 2017, and City staff has been available for questions and comments
regarding the proposed use since that time. Notice of the hearing tonight has been
provided to the public through publication in the Headlight Herald on February 8, 2017, and
through public posting at various locations in town. Notice was provided to property owners
within 200 feet of the location of the proposed use by posted mail in conformance with the
City’s municipal code.
“This hearing is an opportunity for the public to comment on the proposed use. I would like
to ask those present if there is any objection to the jurisdiction of this commission or any of
its members? This question is specific to the authority of the Garibaldi City Planning
Commission in approving or denying a request for conditional use within the City of
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Garibaldi.” Wait to see if there is a response. If there is, advise the person making the
response that they have to address the question that was just asked. If they get off
topic, cut them off, and ask the question again. There can’t be any confusion about
what the issue is, so just make sure that any public present understands what
you’re asking. If someone raises a point, staff will try and address it. The rest of
these notes assume that there isn’t a legitimate objection to the jurisdiction of the
commission.
“Hearing no objections to the jurisdiction of this commission, I would like to ask if any
member of this commission has any conflict of interest or bias regarding the matter before
the commission tonight.” There shouldn’t be any issue, but if you have any questions
about what you think is a conflict of interest or a bias, now is definitely the time to
ask. If any member of the commission has talked to Mr. or Mrs. Keegan, you should
mention that and summarize the conversation. You don’t need to recuse yourself for
conversations about the application, but you should mention them before
proceeding. Depending on what is stated, we’ll proceed with the public hearing. I
don’t think there will be any issues, so the next statements are based on the
assumption that the commission will be able to make a decision tonight.
“At this time I’ll have the City Manager, who is functioning as the planner pro tem for this
application, summarize his staff report and relay any correspondence or inquiry received to
date.” I’ll go through the report, note the effect of the requested use, and make any
other comments on the application relevant to the commission’s decision tonight. if
there are any questions please ask so we can get them out of the way during the
hearing. Once we’re done the Chair should ask if there are any other questions of
the commission before proceeding.
“The decision that will be made tonight is whether or not the Planning Commission will
approve of the requested use. The decision to approve or deny the use will be adopted
through a final order that staff will prepare after the meeting tonight. Any appeal to the
decision made here tonight must be submitted to the City Manager within ten days of the
date that the final order is signed. Once staff has prepared the final order and I have
signed it, the applicant will be notified along with anyone else that requests or is required
to be notified. Notification will be provided within five days of the date that the order is
signed. Are there any questions about this process?” You may get a few questions at
this point. You can let Blake and I answer any of these questions.
PUBLIC COMMENT - “The Planning Commission will now call for public testimony. If there
are any comments on the proposed use, please keep those comments brief and to the
point. If there is an objection to a proposed use, the objection needs to address relevant
facts or information from the City’s municipal code, the City’s comprehensive plan, the
Planner’s staff report or relevant State law. Any material produced in relation to support or
opposition to the proposed use must be submitted to the Recorder to be included in the
record. Failure to address a pertinent criterion at this hearing will preclude an appeal
based on that criterion. Any party may request that the record for this hearing be held open
for at least seven days; however, this request must be made prior to the close of this
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hearing. Comments are limited to three minutes. Persons wishing to speak must first be
recognized by the chair, and must state their name and address. If you are representing
another person or entity, please state who that is and what your connection to that person
or entity is.” I’ll hand the sign-in sheet to the chair and he can start going through the
names. You’ll want to take general comments first, proponents second and
opponents last. The applicant gets three minutes to respond to each opponent. If
the applicant gives new information during his rebuttal, the opponent that he
addressed gets an additional three minutes to respond. Once someone starts
talking you’ll want to make sure they don’t get interrupted. If a person has a specific
objection to the proposed use, they need to make that objection at this time.
“Are there any questions from the commission about comments received at this time?”
This gives the commissioners a chance to clarify anything they’ve heard. Since we
are still in the public hearing I would suggest that the commission stay on topic with
what has been said during the public comment.
“Is there a request to keep the record open?” If such a request is made, the
commission needs to leave the record open for at least seven days. If this happens,
the chair should set a date to reconvene and the hearing will be concluded at that
time. There are no special noticing requirements for reconvening. Once this is done
the commission chair can close the public hearing. Please state the time for the
record. I would also suggest that the Chair re-arrange the agenda and move to New
Business to address this application before any other business.
II.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

Conditional Use Application – Dawne and Tom Keegan: Assuming that
someone has not asked to keep the record open, the commission can deliberate
on this request. The proper way to do this is for a commissioner to make a motion
first, get a second, and then discuss the decision. You can also discuss the
application before there is a motion, but the chair should make sure to ask if there
is any more discussion after the second on the motion. I would recommend that
the chair mention to those present that commission deliberation is closed to public
comment. That does not mean that a commission member can’t ask a question of
the applicant, an opponent or proponent, or staff. If a member does wish to
question someone other than a commission member I would suggest that member
announce to the chair they have a question for a specific person.
If a member wishes to make a motion approving the application, I would suggest a
MOTION to approve the request for the conditional use for a 1200 square
foot garage/shop by Dawne and Tom Keegan, with the conditions described
in the recommendation section of Planner’s staff report, and direct staff to
prepare a final order and authorize the Chair to sign that order.

B.

Approval of the Special Planning Commission Meeting Minutes from
November 28, 2016: I would suggest a MOTION to approve the minutes with a
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second to the motion and asking all in favor…opposed?
C.

Minor Land Partition – Joseph (Toby) Taylor: The commission must approve
the partition as the is nothing in the municipal code to cite for non-approval. The
applicant is creating parcel 1 and 2 out of lot 5 of the Arborborview Heights
Planned Unit Development. Staff has reviewed applicable State Laws and Rules
and found the partition to be in compliance.
If a member wishes to make a motion approving the application, I would suggest a
MOTION to approve the request for the Partition with a second to the motion
and asking all in favor…opposed?

III.

ADJOURNMENT
No motion is necessary, simply adjourn and state the time for the record.
-###-
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STAFF REPORT
Case File: #CU-2017-01
Date Filed: 2-17-2017
Hearing Date: 2-27-2017

City of Garibaldi
Conditional Use Permit Request
(Planning Commission Public Hearing Item)

APPLICANT: Dawne & Tom Keegan
REQUEST: The applicant is requesting conditional use approval to authorize the construction of a
garage/shop with a parking area in front of the proposed garage/shop in the Residential Zone at 405 4th
Street (1N1021AB07300). The proposed structure is 1200 square feet which is in excess of 975 square
feet and requires a conditional use permit as per Garibaldi Municipal Code Chapter 18.135 Section
18.135.010.2.
Garibaldi Municipal Code (GMC) - Response to Standards and Criteria
GMC Section 18.15.040 Standards and criteria.
In an R-1 zone, the following standards and criteria shall apply to all uses:
A. The minimum lot size for single-family dwellings, modular housing and manufactured dwellings
shall be 5,000 square feet.
Finding: This lot is 79.96' x 100' or 7,996 square feet and meets the criteria.
B. The minimum lot size for duplexes shall be 7,500 square feet.
Finding: A duplex is not being proposed so this is not applicable.
C. The minimum lot size for a triplex shall be 10,000 square feet. The minimum lot size for
multifamily dwellings, structures containing four or more dwelling units shall be 10,000 square
feet for the first three dwelling units and 1,500 square feet for each dwelling unit thereafter.
Finding: These structures are not being proposed so this is not applicable.
D. The minimum lot width shall be 30 feet.
Finding: This lot is 100 feet wide and meets the criteria.
E. The minimum front yard shall be 10 feet.
Finding: The proposed front yard is 40 feet and meets the criteria.
F. The minimum rear yard shall be five feet.
Finding: The proposed rear yard is 10 feet and meets the criteria.
G. The minimum side yard shall be five feet, except on a street side it shall be 10 feet.
Finding: The proposed side yard is 17 feet and meets the criteria.
H. The maximum building height shall be 24 feet.
Finding: The proposed building height is 23 feet and 9 inches and meets the criteria.
I. The total amount of the lot on which structures and other impervious surfaces may be constructed
shall not exceed 50 percent.
Finding: The total impervious area of existing and proposed structures would yield 2,490
sf/7996 sf = 31.1% and meets the criteria.
J. Manufactured dwellings shall meet the requirements of GMC 18.155.010.
Finding: A manufactured dwelling is not being proposed so this is not applicable.
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K. Parking requirements of Chapter 18.125 GMC shall be adhered to.
Finding: Table 18.125.030 – Minimum Required Parking by Use of the GMC requires no
parking and meets the criteria.
L. A clear vision area on corner lots shall be provided and maintained pursuant to GMC 18.95.010.
Finding: Chapter 18.95.010 CLEAR VISION AREAS require a clear vision area shall be
maintained on the corners of all property at the intersection of two streets or a street and
a railroad. The proposed building does not encroach within the clear vision area and
meets the criteria.
M. Accessory uses and structures shall comply with GMC 18.135.010. [Ord. 304 Art. III(2), 2008;
Ord. 290 § 3(3.010(3)), 2006.]
Finding: GMC Section18.05.030 defines Accessory use and structure as; “Accessory use
and structure” means a use or structure incidental and subordinate to the main use of the
property and located on the same lot as the main use. However, the proposed structure is
attached from the primary structure. GMC Chapter18.135.010 Accessory structures
Section A states, “In the medium density residential zone (R-1), detached accessory
structures used as garages, tool and storage sheds, playhouses and similar uses are
allowed. The fact that the proposed structure is physically and structurally an addition to
the primary structure, requires a Conditional Use because the proposed structure still
meets the definition of an accessory use and structure as per GMC Section18.05.030.

Applicant’s answers to Conditional Use questions
1. How is the use you are proposing consistent with the policies of the Garibaldi Comprehensive
plan?
The use of the proposed building will be a garage/shop for private use only, no commercial use,
ever. It will be an addition to our home that will make the home more livable for us.
2. How are the location, size, design and operating characteristics of the proposed use going to let it
have minimal impact on surrounding properties?
The building will sit at the very back corner of the last lot on a dead end street. It will sit lower
than all the homes around it and will not impact anyone's view. It will not be higher than the
existing home on site. The building will be finished externally exactly like the existing new home
recently built on site. Please see the photos enclosed.
3.

How does the likely increase in traffic from your proposed use compare with the increase that
would happen from a normal (“permitted”) use of the property?
This is a private residence and private garage/shop building. There will be no increase in traffic.
This is not a commercial venture and no traffic increase will be experienced other than the full
time residents two vehicles which already use the street.

4. Do adjacent streets have the capacity to accommodate the extra traffic your use is going to
generate? How do you know this?
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Does not apply. Please see above, # 3.
5. Are public facilities and services—water, sewer, fire and power—adequate to accommodate your
proposed use?
Does not apply. The residence already has full hook up and that will cover all needs for the new
building. At the time of the new home construction the electrical service was brought in with
enough amperage for a future garage/shop and only needs install at the time of construction of the
new building.
6. How are the physical characteristics of the property—topography, soils, and the like—appropriate
for the use you are proposing?
The site was graded and is smoothed out awaiting the new construction. The site is basically level
and, at this time ready, with very minor work, to put in a foundation and install the new structure.
There is a firm gravel base for the new structure to be built on.
7. How do you know there’s enough room on the site to accommodate your proposed use?
The lot is 8,000 square feet in size, 80’ x 100’. The total foot print of the existing structure and
the proposed new structure total 2,280 square feet leaving 5,720 square feet off remains space on
the lot. The parking area next to the house and in front of the new building will still be 40' x 60'
all off road. This more than satisfies any noncommercial parking and land use needs.
8. Do you have adequate access points, on site drives, parking areas, loading areas, storage facilities,
setbacks, buffers, utilities and/or other facilities as required by your use or City ordinances?
Again, a private residence and all requirements are easily met. With no commercial use the
access, on site movement, parking, etc., are all met and are really no different than what is needed
for the existing residence.
Staff Comments relevant to the Comprehensive Plan
Staff believes it can protect the existing residential neighborhood from conflicting or
inappropriate land use by requiring specific and unique measures in the conditions of approval.
Staff believes it can minimize the impact of such use on adjacent residential areas by requiring
specific and unique measures in the conditions of approval.
The applicant has proposed innovative structure design to protect the existing ambiance of the
neighborhood.
The density of residential development is not impacted by this proposal.
No Commercial uses or other high intensity land uses are proposed in this application.
No traffic generation is proposed by this application.
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Staff recommended Conditions of Approval
1. This accessory structure shall not be used for human habitation.
2. The maximum square footage for this accessory structure shall be limited to 30’x40” for 1200
square feet.
3. The height of accessory structures shall be limited to 20 feet for sidewall height and a maximum
overall height of 23 feet 9 inches to the roof peak.
4. The roofing, siding, trim, gutters, windows and other exterior features (including color match)
shall be exactly the same as the existing house.
5. At least two windows shall be installed on the east side of the building of the same size, color and
manufacturer as exists on the front of the existing structure.
6. No more than 1508 square feet shall be added as impervious asphalt or concrete surfacing in
addition to what is proposed in this application.
7. The proposed structure shall be physically and structurally connected to the primary structure and
the proposed structure shall be accessible from the interior of one structure to the other. The
proposed structure shall be connected to the existing structure in typical means of a construction
addition. Breezeways and decks shall not serve as attachments to the primary use.
8. This accessory structure shall be located to the side or the rear of the primary structure.
9. This accessory structure shall meet all setback and lot coverage requirements.
10. There shall never be any use associated with this proposed structure that is or reassembles
Commercial use or other high intensity land use.
11. The proposed structure and its use shall not generate additional traffic.
12. The applicant shall attach a copy of the decision of the planning commission to the building
permit application should this conditional use application be approved.
13. Should this conditional use application be approved the conditional use permit shall be null and
void after two years unless substantial construction has taken place or unless the planning
commission grants a one-year extension upon a finding that circumstances have not changed
since the original approval. Only three one-year extensions may be granted. [Ord. 310 § 1, 2008;
Ord. 290 § 3(6.030), 2006.]

Submitted by:
Blake Lettenmaier
Garibaldi City Engineer, Planner Pro Tem

Enclosures:

1. Tax lot map
2. Aerial photo
3. Photo of existing structure
4. Plot plan
5. 3D schematic of proposed structure
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BEFORE THE PLANNING COMMISSION
OF
GARIBALDI, OREGON
Applicant: Dawne and Tom Keegan

) Case File: #CU-2017-01
) Findings, Conclusions, and
) Final Order

Nature of the Application
The applicant is requesting conditional use approval to authorize the construction of a
garage/shop with a parking area in front of the proposed garage/shop in the Residential
Zone. The proposed structure is 1200 square feet which is in excess of 975 square feet and
requires a conditional use permit as per Garibaldi Municipal Code Chapter 18.135 Section
18.135.010.2.
Relevant Facts
The following is a summary of the facts and testimony found to be relevant to this decision.
1. The property is located at 405 4th Street. The Property is further identified on
Tillamook County Assessor’s Map #1N 10 21AB as tax lot 7300.
2.

The subject property is zoned R-1 (Residential).

3. Survey information indicates that the subject property is 0.18 acres in size.
4. Abutting the westerly property line is an undeveloped residential lot. Abutting the
southerly property line are two developed residential lots containing existing singlefamily dwellings. These lots are in the R-1 Zone. Abutting the easterly property line
is the right-of-way of 4th Street owned by the City of Garibaldi which is
approximately half unimproved. Abutting the northerly property line is the right-ofway of Driftwood Avenue owned by the City of Garibaldi which is unimproved.
5. Land use within 200 feet in all directions consists of residential uses in residential
Zones.
6. On September 28, 2016, the applicant requested conditional use approval 1200
square foot garage/shop on the subject property. The application was deemed
complete on December 16, 2016 after consultations with city staff. Details of the
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applicant’s conditional use proposal including its size, design, and other
characteristics can be found in the submitted application materials, which are
incorporated into the record herein by reference.
7. Comments received from Garibaldi City Engineer, Blake Lettenmaier, indicate that
City sewer and water services are available to serve the subject property but are not
necessary, nor requested by the applicant, for the proposed garage/shop.
8. The Garibaldi Fire Chief has reviewed the application and stated for the record that
the proposed structure will be protected by the City of Garibaldi municipal water
system and the City of Garibaldi Fire Department.
9. A public hearing was held before the Garibaldi Planning Commission on Monday,
February 27, 2017 to consider the request. All interested parties were given an
opportunity to attend the hearing and to provide testimony on the matter.
10. Tom Keegan testified on behalf of himself and his wife Dawne (applicants). Mr.
Keegan…
11. Testimony in support of the request was presented in writing by xxxx, and further
supported with oral testimony from xxxx.
Relevant Criteria, Garibaldi Municipal Code:
Chapter 18.15 Medium Density Residential Zone (R-1)
Chapter 18.185, Conditional Uses
The relevant criteria text is included in the staff report and incorporated into these findings
by reference.
Findings:
The Garibaldi Planning Commission adopts by reference the proposed findings as presented
in the submitted application materials and the Case File CU-2017-01 Staff Report, to
support a determination that the applicable criteria as identified above are satisfied.
Conclusions:
The record and findings support the conclusion that:
1. Substantial evidence in the record demonstrates that the proposal satisfies the
criteria identified in Garibaldi Municipal Code Chapters 18.15 and 18.185.
Order

Page - 2
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It is ORDERED by the Garibaldi Planning Commission that Case File #CU-2017-01 be
APPROVED subject to the following conditions:
1. Approval is based upon the submitted plan. Any substantial change in the approved
plan shall be submitted to the City of Garibaldi as a new application for a
conditional use.
2. This accessory structure shall not be used for human habitation.
3. The maximum square footage for this accessory structure shall be limited to 30’x40”
for 1200 square feet.
4. The height of accessory structures shall be limited to 20 feet for sidewall height and
a maximum overall height of 23 feet 9 inches to the roof peak.
5. The roofing, siding, trim, gutters, windows and other exterior features (including
color match) shall be exactly the same as the existing house.
6. At least two windows shall be installed on the east side of the building of the same
size, color and manufacturer as exists on the front of the existing structure.
7. No more than 1508 square feet shall be added as impervious asphalt or concrete
surfacing in addition to what is proposed in this application.
8. The proposed structure shall be physically and structurally connected to the primary
structure and the proposed structure shall be accessible from the interior of one
structure to the other. The proposed structure shall be connected to the existing
structure in typical means of a construction addition. Breezeways and decks shall not
serve as attachments to the primary use.
9. This accessory structure shall be located to the side or the rear of the primary
structure.
10. This accessory structure shall meet all setback and lot coverage requirements.
11. There shall never be any use associated with this proposed structure that is or
reassembles Commercial use or other high intensity land use.
12. The proposed structure and its use shall not generate additional traffic.
13. The applicant shall attach a copy of the decision of the planning commission to the
building permit application should this conditional use application be approved.
14. Should this conditional use application be approved the conditional use permit shall
be null and void after two years unless substantial construction has taken place or
unless the planning commission grants a one-year extension upon a finding that
circumstances have not changed since the original approval. Only three one-year
extensions may be granted. [Ord. 310 § 1, 2008; Ord. 290 § 3(6.030), 2006.]

This ORDER was presented to and approved by the Garibaldi Planning Commission Chair
this __________ day of March, 2017.

Joe Wrabek, Chair
Garibaldi Planning Commission
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SPECIAL PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
Tuesday November 28, 2016, 6:30 p.m.
Council Chambers, Garibaldi Meeting Hall
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Planning Commission Chair Joe Wrabek called the regular Planning
Commission meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. Present were Commissioners
Wendy Brown, Jeff Walters, and City Manager John O’Leary, Assistant
Recorder Kylie Poklikuha, Lois Daniels and Paul Daniels. Roll was called.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes of the Special Planning Commission Meeting and Public Hearing
– September 6, 2016
Minutes of the Special Planning Commission Meeting and Public Hearing
– September 19, 2016
MOTION Made by Cm Walters to approve the September 6, 2016
Regular Planning Commission Meeting and Public Hearing minutes as
presented. Seconded by Cm Brown. AYES: Brown, Walters, Wrabek.
NAYS: None. MOTION PASSED.

III.

OLD BUSINESS
A.
Review of Regulated Activities - USACE/DSL Joint Permit
Application – Garibaldi Leasing and Development (GLAD) – Arizona
Way Apartment Development
MOTION by Cm Walters to approve the land use component of
GLAD’s US Army Corp of Engineers and Oregon Division of State
Lands joint permit application to remove wetlands as described in the
application presented to the commission tonight. Seconded by Cm
Brown. AYES: Brown, Walters, Wrabek. NAYS: None. MOTION
PASSED.
B.
Review or Regulated Activities - USACE/DSL Joint Permit - City
of Garibaldi - Arizona Way Bridge
MOTION by Cm Brown to acknowledge the permit received by the US
Army Corp of Engineers and the Oregon Division of State Lands as
presented. Seconded by Cm Walters. AYES: Brown, Walters, Wrabek.
NAYS: None. MOTION
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C.
Review of Conditional Use for GLAD – Modification to Approved
Development
MOTION by Cm Brown to approve the proposed changes to the site
plan of the conditional use permit issued to GLAD and Paul Daniels
for a multi-family housing development as presented and as described
in the commission’s final order CU-2016-02. Seconded by Cm Walters.
AYES: Brown, Walters, Wrabek. NAYS: None. MOTION
Chair Wrabek scheduled a Residential Zone Change workshop for
December 20th.
IV.

ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned by Chair Wrabek at 6:48 p.m.

_______________________________
Joe Wrabek, Chair
ATTEST:

______________________________________
John O’Leary, City Manager
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